Together for ending AIDS, spearheading UN Reform and achieving the SDGs

UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION FRAMEWORKS (UNSDCF)

- 91 Joint Plans on HIV, including country envelopes incentivizing joint work
- UNAIDS Secretariat contribution to 87 UNSDCFs
- Multisectoral approach, with integrated policy guidance

UN RESIDENT COORDINATORS AND UN COUNTRY TEAMS

- 91 Joint Teams on HIV/AIDS
- Contribution to Resident Coordinator system
- Mutual Accountability Framework
- Pioneering HIV Advisers in Resident Coordinators’ offices in 5 countries

REACH THOSE FURTHEST BEHIND

- Data-driven and people-centered HIV responses
- Empowering communities through inclusive partnerships
- Championing gender equality and human rights to end HIV-related inequalities
- Only UN entity with civil society represented on its governing body
- High compliance with UN System-wide Action Plan on Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment

JOINT MONITORING AND REPORTING

- HIV estimates from over 170 countries and Global AIDS Monitoring data from over 150 countries
- Joint UN reporting on HIV response including in 90 countries
- 79% of UNAIDS Secretariat offices contributing to UN Info
- HIV included in UN Common Output Indicator Framework measuring the UN contribution for SDGs
- Expenditure reporting against SDGs for 2022

BUSINESS OPERATIONS EFFICIENCIES

- For UNAIDS Secretariat: 85% of offices contributed to UN Business Operations Strategies (BOS)
- 35 country offices participated in Common UN Back office
- 67% of offices in shared premises
- Shared processing/service centers

In 2022, continued high compliance with UN Quadrennial Comprehensive Policy review (QCPR) and UN SDG Funding Compact including Structured Funding Dialogues held for past two years—as part of the efforts to implement the UN Reform.